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Abstract

Watching movies is one of the most popular entertainments
among people. Every year, a huge amount of money goes to
the movie industry to release movies to the market. In this
paper, we propose a multimodal model to predict the lika-
bility of movies using textual, visual and product features.
With the help of these features, we capture different aspects
of movies and feed them as inputs to binary and multi-class
classification and regression models to predict IMDB rating
of movies at early steps of production. We also propose our
own dataset consisting of about 15000 movie subtitles along
with their metadata and poster images. We achieve 76% and
63% weighted F1-score for binary and multiclass classifica-
tion respectively, and 0.7 mean square error for the regres-
sion model. Using prediction methods and data analysis, this
research helps the movie business to be more productive.

Introduction

Over the years, the number of released movies has increased
massively (Dodd 2016), but according to Internet Movie
database (IMDB)1, only a few out of millions of movies
get a high rating (higher than 8). As making movies is ex-
pensive, predicting likability of movies can significantly af-
fect the movie industry. For example, movies like “Jupiter
Ascending” and “The Lone Ranger” spent millions of dol-
lars on production, but their IMDB rating is less than 6.5
(which shows these movies are not very popular), and also
they could not make a profit in movie theaters. So, movie
investors may lose a great amount of money by working
on movies that are not liked by people. The cost of movie
production comes from different sources such as produc-
tion, marketing, screenings and financing costs. Our pro-
posed method can be used as a tool by movie production
companies (e.g., Pixar, Walt Disney, and Sony) to avoid most
of these costs by early success prediction.

In this paper, our goal is to automatically predict the
IMDB rating for the movies as a likability criterion. There
are several works that introduce “Box Office Gross” as a
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1IMDB is a well-known website for rating movies with 83 mil-
lion registered users

success criterion, and they tried to predict this value for
the movies (gross value shows the amount of money that
movie earned from the box office). But, as we mentioned
earlier, our criterion is the IMDB rating not gross revenue
because of four main reasons. First, unlike the IMDB rat-
ing, the gross revenue is not available for a large number
of movies. Second, the price of box-office ticket changes
during the years, so we cannot compare old movies with
newer ones. Third, the gross value depends on many other
variables such as advertisements and competitor movies. Fi-
nally, movie theaters are not the only source for movies’ rev-
enue; there are other sources like home entertainment, tele-
vision deals, and video on demand (i.e. Netflix and Ama-
zon). Therefore, IMDB rating is a more reliable likability
criterion.

Although intrinsic factors, such as quality of the screen-
play and story of the movie, play an important role in the
likability of movies, extrinsic factors including the popular-
ity of directors and advertisement (e.g. movie posters) are
equally important. In this research, we aim to exploit mul-
timodal information by modelling textual, visual and pro-
duction information. For this purpose, we extract textual
features from movie subtitles, visual features from movie
posters, and production features from movies’ metadata to
capture different aspects of movies. Using these features,
we propose regression and classification models to automat-
ically predict the IMDB rating for movies. Figure 1 shows
the diagram of the whole system.

Figure 1: System diagram

It should be noted that we only use items that are avail-
able before movie screening. Although features released in
later steps of the movie production (like movie awards) can



help improve the prediction result, they cannot be helpful in
a real scenario as companies or producers need to decide to
start filming a movie or not at a very early stage. Our contri-
butions in this work are as follows:

• Introducing a new dataset for movie subtitles along with
their metadata. Our dataset is the largest one in movie suc-
cess prediction field with about 15,000 movies.

• Defining a new set of semantic, syntactic and visual fea-
tures that help us to achieve better performance in predict-
ing IMDB rating (likability of movies) for both regression
and classification models.

• Analyzing the correlation between the gross revenue and
other potential factors like rating and genre.

Previous work
Predicting movies’ likability can be solved by different ap-
proaches. These approaches are different in terms of likabil-
ity definition and also timing of prediction. By timing, we
mean that some of works use data that are available before
the production, some of them use data that are available af-
ter production but before releasing, and some works propose
methods that employ data even after the movie screening.

The first group are papers that predict gross revenue as a
success criterion. Researchers in (Wagholi 2016), (Apala et
al. 2013) and (Asur and Huberman 2010) used social me-
dia to predict movies’ box office grosses. These works gath-
ered data, like users’ comments, from social media includ-
ing Twitter and YouTube. They gathered comments that are
written when the trailer of movies are released and the movie
itself is not shown at the movie theater. So, they used data
after production but before screening. Authors of (Lash and
Zhao 2016) also tried to predict the revenue of movies, they
considered the return on investment (Profit/Budget) as a suc-
cess criterion. They defined both binary classification and
multi-class classification and extracted three types of fea-
tures: audience-based, release-based, and movie-based fea-
tures. To extract features related to movies’ concept, they
used movies’ plot synopses that are written by users and
there is no standard structure for that.

The second group are researches that predict the likability
of the movies based on IMDB rating. Authors of (Ericson
and Grodman 2013) gathered around 4k movies and pre-
dicted binary success prediction based on IMDB rating (they
considered 6.5 as a threshold), and they achieved 71% accu-
racy for the SVM classifier. Papers (Latif and Afzal 2016),
(Asad, Ahmed, and Rahman 2012) and (Saraee et al. 2004)
split movies into 4 classes according to IMDB rating (Ter-
rible, Poor, Average, Excellent). Although (Latif and Afzal
2016) achieved a good accuracy, they used parameters that
are available after movie screening like awards, number of
screens, etc.

In this work, we predict IMDB rating for movies using
our own dataset. In spite of previous works, we gather a
dataset that consists of movie subtitles rather than movie
scripts. Considering the fact that our dataset (with about 15k
movies) is quite larger than similar works, we can claim
our results are more reliable. To extract content-based fea-
tures from subtitle, we borrow some features from (Ashok,

Feng, and Choi 2013) and (Maharjan et al. 2017). They ex-
tracted lexical features, production rules, constituents, and
sentiment features from book content to find the relation be-
tween books’ writing style and their success. We combine
these features with other features like visual and production
features and improve the result compare to previous works
that did not use data after screening.

Dataset

Despite movie transcripts, subtitles are available for a large
number of movies and they have standard format. We
collect subtitles from a freely available source (https:\\
www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk) and extract the text from
HTML web-page. The other resource we use is “SubLight”,
which is an application for downloading the movie subtitles
for free. The output of this application is in subtitle format
and contains dialogue timing. So we delete extra data, and
we keep conversations between characters.

To extract the metadata of movies, we employ IMDB API.
With the help of this API, we download name of direc-
tors and actors, movies’ genre, downloadable poster links,
movies’ run-time, etc. Using poster links, we also download
poster images for all movies in the database.

Using all resources that we mentioned, we build a dataset
that contains about 15,000 movie subtitles along with the
metadata. 2 Despite the fact that IMDB provides valuable
information about the movies, it is not the best resource for
movies’ box office grosses. Thus, we crawled websites “Box
Office Mojo” and “The Numbers” to gather the box-office
grosses. About 5,000 movies in our datast have this value.

Success Definition: As we mentioned before, we propose
binary and multi-class classification and regression models.
For classification models, we need to precisely define our
definition for classes. For binary classification, same as (Er-
icson and Grodman 2013), we define the threshold 6.5 which
means movies with a rating higher than 6.5 are successful
while movies with a rating less than this value are not. In
multi-class classification, we categorize movies into three
groups. Movies with a rating higher than 7 are successful,
movies with a rating between 6 and 7 are average and movies
less than 6 are Unsuccessful. The reason behind this defi-
nition is that in this way, we have an approximately same
distribution of data in each group. Table 1 reports statistics
about dataset and Figure 2 shows the number of movies with
a specific rating range. According to this plot, most of the
movies have a rating between 5 and 8.

Multi-Class # Binary #

Successful 5726 Successful 7551
Average 5486 Unsuccessful 8394
Unsuccessful 4733

Total 15945 Total 15945

Table 1: Data statistics

Table 2 shows the distribution of data in each genre.

2http://ritual.uh.edu/1493-2/



Figure 2: Movies distribution in each rating range

Genre # Genre #
Science-Fiction 986 Action 2870
Horror 2024 Animation 663
Crime 2391 Adventure 1787
Romance 2607 History 540
News 22 Western 323
Comedy 4957 War 422
Thriller 2514 Short 324
Mystery 1096 Film-Noir 214
Musical 787 Drama 8043
Documentary 879 Family 934
Sport 304 Biography 833
Fantasy 862

Table 2: Data distribution in each genre. Some movies are
assigned to more than one genre, so sum of movies in all
genres is higher than the total number of movies

Methodology

Our final goal in this work is to predict the likability
of movies. We approach this problem by introducing two
types of models; classification and regression. We use three
sources as inputs in these models. We extract textual features
related to lexical, semantic and syntactic aspects of subtitles.
We also extract visual features from movie posters to capture
important objects representing the movie. Moreover, there
are some features related to movie production that are avail-
able at the early steps of movie production. You can see the
feature diagram in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Feature Diagram

We group our features into two sections. Traditional fea-
tures that have been used before for movie success predic-
tion, and new features that we use for the first time in this
field.

Traditional Features

Lexical We extract unigram and bigram features from sub-
titles and apply term frequency-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) as the weighting scheme. In addition to basic
ngram features, we extract two skip-ngram (n=2,3) from
subtitles. K-skip-n-grams allows k or fewer skips to con-
struct the n-gram.

Genre, Actors and Directors Previous works usually
used these three elements of metadata to predict likability of
movies. In this work, we model them as binary vectors (bi-
nary bag-of-words). Moreover, website (https://www.ranker.
com/) publishes a list of best actors according to the actors’
popularity and achievements. We check if the first actor of
a movie is in this list, we assign the corresponding score of
the actor in the list as a feature value of the actor. And, if
the movie’s first actor is not on the list, we assign 0 to the
feature.

New Features

Based on our knowledge, features in this section have not
been used in movies’ likability prediction before.

Sentiments We use three methods to extract sentiment in
a text: NRC emotion lexicon , SenticNet, and SentiWordNet.

NRC emotion lexicon: Author of (Mohammad 2011)
provides us with a dictionary of words mapped to eight dif-
ferent emotions (anger, anticipation, joy, trust, disgust, sad-
ness, surprise, and fear) with binary values. To extract emo-
tion flow, we divide the whole movie subtitle into n equal
sections (n=5,10,15), count the words of each emotion, and
return the values of all emotions for each section. As a re-
sult, we can have ups and downs of each emotion during
subtitles of the movies (Kar et al. 2018). We also calculate
the average of all emotions for the whole movie.

SenticNet: SenticNet provides a set of semantics, sentics,
and polarity associated with 100,000 natural language con-
cepts (Cambria 2013). Using the SenticNet parser, we ex-
tract sentiment concepts from the movie contents (Rajagopal
et al. ). To use these concepts in our model, we create bi-
nary bag-of-concepts features. To have a trend of emotions
through the scripts, we divide the subtitle to n equal parts
(same as what we did for NRC emotion lexicon), and we cal-
culate the average of each emotion for each section (polarity,
sensitivity, attention, pleasantness, and aptitude). We also
calculate the average of all emotions for the whole movie
as well.

SentiWordNet: SentiWordNet (Baccianella, Esuli, and
Sebastiani 2010) provides positive and negative sentiment
values for every synonym set. We use SentiWordNet same
as (Maharjan et al. 2017).

Writing Density This feature is used by (Maharjan et al.
2017) for book success prediction. We also employ this fea-
ture to find out if a different density of elements like excla-
mations and question marks affect the quality of a movie
script or not.

Word Embedding Word embedding is an effective tech-
nique for text classification because it is capable to capture



semantic information of the text. We calculate the average
of all word vectors of every word in the subtitle and con-
sider the value as a feature for our model. To do this, we use
FastText 3 pre-trained word embedding.

Syntactic We use Stanford parser to extract parse trees for
all sentences in the script, and we extract different produc-
tion rules from parse trees. Lexicalized production, unlexi-
calized production, grandparent lexicalized production and
grandparent unlexicalized production are production rules
that we extract from parse trees. The idea is to capture the
grammatical style of the subtitles.

Visual Features Typically, movie posters are pictures that
demonstrate some important elements of a movie. So, we
add some features related to posters into our model.

Last-layer output of VGG model: VGG model is one
of the popular deep learning models for image classifica-
tion. We apply the transfer learning method by initializing
weights from the pre-trained model on ImagNet data. Then,
we train our model with our dataset and use the output of the
last layer before the fully connected layer of the model as a
new feature for our classification/regression model.

Dominant color of posters Using an existing tool,4 we
extract three dominant colors of the posters. Then, we trans-
form these colors to RGB codes and assign a number (0,1,2)
to that color according to red, green and blue value domi-
nance (the temperature of the color).

Experiments and Results

Our experiments are divided into three sections. First, we
show the result of experiments for binary classification with
threshold 6.5. Second, we report Multi-class classification
results with three classes (with thresholds 6 and 7). Finally,
as these threshold are subjective and there may be no con-
sensus on them, we also build a regression model to predict
the rating value regardless of any categorization and thresh-
olds. The evaluation metric we use is weighted F-score for
classification methods and mean squared error (MSE) for
the regression model. To discover the effect of each feature
on likability prediction, we run the experiments using each
feature separately. We also do the experiments with differ-
ent combinations of features to find the best combination of
features for this task.

We start our task by pre-processing steps (e.g. convert-
ing all words to lowercase and removing infrequent tokens).
Then, we extract features from data and randomly split data
to 80:20 train and test sections. Finally, we train a Linear
Support Vector Machine (Linear-SVM) classifier and linear
regression model with extracted features.

According to the Table 3, the best mean squared error in
regression model is 0.7. To have an intuition about how good
this result is, we compare it with a baseline method. To build
the baseline model, we replace the value of predicted rating
with “average rating” for all movies, and then calculate the
MSE for the system. We consider this value as a baseline

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/
pretrained-vectors.md

4https://github.com/algolia/color-extractor

Features BC(F1) MC(F1) MSE
Unigram(1) 0.72 0.50 10.11
Bigram(2) 0.73 0.56 1.36
2 skip 3 grams(3) 0.72 0.54 0.98
2 skip 2 grams(4) 0.73 0.56 0.94

NRC-emotion(5) 0.38 0.31 1.44
SentiWordNet(6) 0.55 0.31 1.79
SenticNet(7) 0.40 0.31 1.43
SenticNet-Concept(8) 0.61 0.31 1.32

Writing Density(9) 0.41 0.32 1.44

Syntactic(10) 0.68 0.47 1.95

FastText(11) 0.59 0.38 11.69

Genre(12) 0.67 0.54 1.07
Directors(13) 0.67 0.50 1.22
Actors(14) 0.65 0.48 11.44

VGG + DC(15) 0.53 0.43 3.19

1,2,3,4,12,13 0.76 0.63 0.72

Table 3: Results for classification (BC = Binary Classifica-
tion, MC = Multi-class Classification) and regression tasks.
MSE = Mean Squared Error, F1 score is weighted F1 scores,
and DC stands for Dominant Color

result. The MSE for the baseline is 1.44, and it is twice the
MSE of our model.

Among all feature combinations, the best result in clas-
sification and regression methods is achieved by combining
unigram, bigram, 2 skip 3 grams, 2 skip 2 grams, Genre and
Directors. According to the results, lexical features (n-grams
and skip n-grams) are one of the most important features in
success prediction. These features are able to extract the pat-
tern of word usage in the subtitles. Another important aspect
of movies to be liked or not is the movie genre. So, based
on the result some genres are more popular among peo-
ple compared to others. Also, the combination of the genre
with other features helps other features to be more effective.
For example, some directors are more successful in a spe-
cific genre, so the combination of these two features makes
an effective feature. Some features like actors and syntactic
features produce a good result by themselves, but when we
combine them with other features, they make no improve-
ment on the overall results. So, we do not use them in the
last version of our model to reduce the complexity. As you
can see in the Table 3, emotion features are not strong fea-
tures in movie success prediction task. It shows that there is
no pattern for emotional ups and down in successful movies.
In the next section, we do some in-depth analysis to have a
better understanding of our data.

Data Analysis

In the experiment section, we presented the effect of differ-
ent features on classification and regression models to pre-
dict movies’ rating. Another important aspect of movies is
how much a movie can earn in the movie theater. So, we an-
alyze our data to find out if there is any correlation between
movie revenue (or box-office gross) and IMDB rating. As we
mentioned in the dataset section, we have box-office grosses
for about 5,000 movies, so our analysis is only on this subset



of the dataset.
In the right sub-figure of figure 4, we compare the trend

of movie ranking and movie box-office. According to the re-
sults, although there is an increasing curve in the plot, there
is no solid relation between these two parameters.

Figure 4: Right sub-figure shows relation between movie rat-
ings and movie box-office values. Left sub-figure shows re-
lation between movie ratings and movie revenue values (box
office gross - budget)

A high box-office gross cannot show if the movie has a
high revenue or not because it is possible that a movie with a
high box-office value also spent a high budget which means
the final revenue of the movie is low. For instance “Pirates of
the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides” earned about 240 million
dollars from domestic movie theaters, but it also spent about
410 million dollars as budget. So, this movie lost money de-
spite its high gross value. As a result, we also show the rela-
tion between revenue (Box office gross - Budget) and rating
in the left sub-figure of Figure 4.

According to both sub-figure in 4, there are some movies
that have a high or average rating but low revenue or box-
office gross . On the other hand, all the movies with very
low rating also earned very low money in the movie the-
aters. This is a reasonable outcome to have movies with high
rating but low box-office gross because movies are shown
on screens for a limited time, but they are available for rat-
ing during the years. Moreover, people all over the world
can see and rate movies, but the gross revenue is limited to
countries that show the movie in movie theaters (here we
only used gross revenue at USA). Although we do not have
a very high correlation between rating and box-office gross,
Figure 5 shows that the average value of movies’ gross in-
creases by increasing the rate. In other words, the higher the
rating, the higher the average gross revenue is.

Figure 5: Average gross revenue for movies with a specific
rating range

We also separate movies in each genre and calculate the

correlation between movies’ rating and movies’ box-office
grosses for that specific genre. The goal of this experiment
is to find out if there are some genres with high correlation
between rating and box-office gross or not. According to Ta-
ble 4, the five top correlations belong to Western, Science-
fiction, Action, Adventure and Fantasy. It means that usu-
ally, people prefer to watch the high quality of movies in
these genres at movie theaters. Figure 6 shows the corre-
lation diagram for these five genres. On the other hand,
there are some genres that cannot sell at movie theaters even
though they are liked by people and have a high rating like
Drama or Documentary. So, production companies can use
this information to decide about their contract according to
the media they want to show the movie on.

Genre Crr Genre Crr
Science-Fiction 0.32 Action 0.32
Horror 0.23 Animation 0.27
Crime 0.14 History 0.22
Romance 0.042 Adventure 0.32
News -0.34 Western 0.34
Comedy 0.14 War 0.17
Thriller 0.25 Short 0.11
Mystery 0.16 Film-Noir 0.29
Musical 0.04 Drama 0.15
Documentary -0.15 Family 0.2
Sport 0.13 Biography 0.23
Fantasy 0.32

Table 4: Correlation between movie ranking and movie box-
office gross in each genre

Figure 6: Each sub-plot belongs to a specific genre and
shows the relation between rate and box-office gross of
movies in that genre. X-Axis is rating, y-Axis is gross.

Another interesting aspect is the relation between movie
genre and revenue or between movie genre and rating. We do
these analyses to discover likability of movies in each genre
in terms of ranking and selling at the box-office. According
to top sub-figure in Figure 7, popular genres in movie the-
aters are Animation, Adventure and Science-fiction. Even
though people enjoy to go to the cinema to watch these type
of movies, getting high ranking is not very easy for movies
in these genres. On the other hand, bottom sub-figure in fig-



ure 7 shows that the three top best ranking genres are Doc-
umentary, Short-Films and News. This result can be inter-
esting for companies like Netflix that do not care about box-
office grosses and prefers to have shows with high rating and
popularity.

Figure 7: The x-Axis is name of different genres of the
movies. Top sub-figure shows rating and bottom sub-figure
shows box-office gross of movies in each genre.

Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method to predict likabil-
ity (IMDB rating) of movies based on text-related, image-
related and product-related features from movies. We pre-
sented a new dataset of 15k movie subtitles along with image
posters and meta-data related to these movies. We achieved
0.7 mean squared error in the regression model, 0.76 and
0.63 weighted F1-score for binary and multi-class classifi-
cation respectively. We also investigated the correlation be-
tween box-office gross and ranking, and we discovered that
movie with high gross also have a high rating, but it is not
true the other way around as there are movies with a high
rating that did not earn high gross revenue. Finally, we de-
termined genres with highest ranking and highest box-office
gross.
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